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For Immediate Release
Visioneer and Findo Partner to Provide
Scanners with Intelligent Search for Employees
PLEASANTON, Calif., July 13, 2016 — Visioneer has teamed up with intelligent search engine
company, Findo, to bring intelligent search to the global scanner market. By providing predictive
insights, multi-source searching, and natural language processing, the innovations delivered
through this partnership will fundamentally change how employees’ access scanned
documents.
“According to our research, the average worker has more than 300,000 emails, attachments,
and documents and that every day some 300 million of those workers are unable to locate the
information they need,” said Gary A. Fowler, CEO and co-founder of Findo. “You know that
document or email exists, but you simply cannot find it, and that’s where we can help.”
Together Findo and Visioneer will provide customers with an artificial-intelligence based search
assistant to help employees find important information like email, files, and contacts, even when
the keywords have been forgotten. This new tool searches across multiple locations, including
but not limited to Slack, DropBox, Evernote and Outlook, to help find information no matter the
location, save time, and increase personal and group productivity.
“A major pain point for our customers is not remembering where scanned files are saved or
even the name of the files,” said Walt Thinfen, CEO of Visioneer. “Findo helps us address this
challenge combining our trusted image and document capture solutions with Findo’s artificial
intelligence technologies and predictive insights to provide knowledge capture – completing the
value chain for our customers.”
Existing Visioneer customers can download Findo software on Visioneer.com.
About Visioneer, Inc.
Visioneer, Inc., a leader in scanner products and document management solutions, offering
users the simplest way to convert information trapped in paper into knowledge. Visioneer offers
a broad range of digital imaging hardware products for the desktop, distributed and
departmental markets as well as the mobile and remote business scanning segments. For
additional information on Visioneer, visit www.visioneer.com,
www.visioneer.com/company/news. For open commentary and industry perspectives visit
http://www.facebook.com/visioneerinc, http://twitter.com/visioneerinc.
About Findo
Findo is the intelligent search assistant for personal cloud, messenger and offline files that
enables users to search using natural language processing and save time by finding information
more quickly. A Delaware-registered corporation headquartered in Menlo Park, Calif., Findo
was co-founded by award-winning serial entrepreneurs Gary A. Fowler and David Yang. The
Findo team has 16 engineers, artificial intelligence scientists and managers; two PhDs; and nine
filed patents. For additional information on Findo and the software and technologies it supports
visit www.Findo.io.
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